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1. Executive Summary
Monitoring quality of Internet access services in the context of net neutrality is important to
improve NRAs’ capacity to perform regulatory assessments of potential degradation of
service, as pointed out in the BEREC Framework1 and Guidelines2 on Quality of Service in
the scope of Net Neutrality.
Furthermore, transparency enables end users to compare Internet access service (IAS)
offers and hence strengthen the demand side of the market. It is therefore essential to have
appropriate quality monitoring tools to implement the recommendations drawn from the
earlier studies in this area.
The main goal of this report is to establish a basis for the creation of Internet access service
quality monitoring systems covering two main use cases:
A. Providing transparency on the quality of the Internet access service for end users and
B. Regulatory supervision through monitoring of quality of the Internet access service with
regard to potential degradation of service.
This report primarily is focused on technical measurements and does not exclude
complementary methods within a broader regulatory context as explained in BEREC
Guidelines on Quality of Service in the scope of Net Neutrality.

Metrics for quality monitoring of IAS
In order to assess the quality of IAS, BEREC recommends measuring actual performance of
the service, taking into account as a minimum the following IP layer parameters: Upload and
download speed, delay, jitter, and packet loss ratio. In developing measurement
methodologies for IP-based communications further development of technical specifications
is also needed, primarily by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
Since connectivity to other networks (autonomous systems) is an essential part of the IAS
offer provided by an Internet service provider (ISP), this connectivity should also be covered
by the measurement methodology. BEREC recommends that measurements beyond the
ISP leg, including the interconnection of the ISP, should be used to account for the
connectivity of the ISPs towards the Internet.
The recommended IP layer metrics are applicable for fixed as well as wireless/mobile IAS.
BEREC recommends consideration of the use of additional parameters, e.g. to reflect
wireless/mobile network coverage aspects.
BEREC also recommends an emphasis on open source and open data solutions.

Transparency of quality information (Use case A)
Average IAS performance (sub case A1) and individual IAS performance (sub case A2)

1

BEREC, A framework for quality of service in the scope of net neutrality, Document no. BoR (11) 53, 2011,
http://berec.europa.eu/doc/berec/bor/bor11_53_qualityservice.pdf
2
BEREC, Guidelines for quality of service in the scope of net neutrality, Document no. BoR (12) 131, 2012,
http://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/download/0/1101-berec-guidelines-forquality-of-service-_0.pdf
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BEREC recommends implementing end user transparency measurements in a user-friendly
manner. A software-based measurement agent downloaded to end user equipment can be
sufficient given that measurement results are validated by collecting additional end user
information.
Regarding aggregated results, BEREC recommends - for reasons of cost-effectiveness and
user-friendliness - that averaging (based on data gathered from all participating users)
should be done based on crowd-sourcing.

Regulatory supervision of IAS quality (Use case B)
Degradation of IAS as a whole (sub case B1) and applications using IAS (sub case B2)
Measurements for supervision of quality of IAS as a whole will typically be conducted in one
of two ways. The National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) could either use a controlled
system, e.g. with hardware probes, covering a preselected panel, or a less controlled system
with software agents and a crowd-sourced user base.
When evaluating potential degradation of IAS as a whole, BEREC recommends that such
measurements are conducted over time to allow trend analysis. Measurement results need
to be assessed in the light of technical progress and market evolution, with the goal of
evaluating potential effects such as the provisioning of specialised services at the expense
of IAS.
Regarding monitoring of applications using IAS, BEREC recommends the use of appropriate
tools to measure the performance of individual applications (may also be used for
transparency, use case A) and also exploring the use of passive measurements. Leveraging
on information from the measurement systems of content and applications providers (CAPs)
and other complementary methods could also be considered.
Measurement results obtained by these methods will need to be assessed by experts
regarding reasonable and unreasonable traffic management, in order to detect degradation
of individual applications using IAS.

IAS quality measurement methodologies
Quality assurance of measurement results and regulatory assessment of the results require
deep understanding of the underlying complexities of Internet communications, and of
monitoring methodologies. It is expected that this understanding will need to further develop
over time, and the exchange of experience among NRAs to foster convergence of practices,
and participation in and contribution to standardisation activities, are good strategies for
convergence in this area.3
In particular when it comes to gaining experiences with assessment of degradation of
service, BEREC recommends that NRAs collaborate to develop a common regulatory
practice. A common understanding of evaluation of potential degradation of IAS as a whole,
typically at the expense of specialised service, as well as assessment of degradation of
individual applications, should be emphasised.

3

Some BEREC members (e.g. the Spanish regulator CNMC) face legal constraints for the adoption of
measurement systems which implies that they are not able to collaborate in the work at EU level on
measurement systems or best practices thereon.
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An evolutionary approach to a potential multi-NRA opt-in monitoring system
To achieve further convergence, NRAs may consider the development and adoption of a
multi-NRA measurement system on a voluntary basis. For this purpose, BEREC
recommends that an evolutionary approach is emphasised.
Done as multi-stage process, this would allow (1) convergence of metrics and methods, and
then (2) the comparison of results before finally (3) enabling cross-border measurements.
For example, a set of shared test servers (e.g. placed in major Internet exchange points
(IXPs) or other well-connected locations) could be made available for usage by participating
NRAs as a first step. Additional steps could be taken to expand the footprint of the server
system. Furthermore, the use of software-based clients could constitute an initial step.
A collaborative system would further support comparability of measurements, provide for
cross-border measurements, and support common regulatory approaches. An opt-in system
should allow NRAs to use their system segments for distinct measurement regimes to
address national specifics, e.g. separate servers, more parameters, additional technologies,
etc. Such a system would typically supplement national systems.
However, a collaborative measurement system would face a number of challenges: cost of
cooperation, complexity of system, time constraints related to alignment amongst NRAs, and
other factors to be analysed in a future study.
It is recommended that BEREC conducts a feasibility study for a potential future opt-in
monitoring system. This would draw upon the proposed quality monitoring approach
described above, containing recommended measurement parameters and methods. The
system should be designed in a way that allows additional measurement scenarios to be
integrated smoothly into existing national systems.
Such a study should also consider the effect of dissemination of knowledge among NRAs
and further development of best practices. This should facilitate increased alignment of
measurement methodologies and increased competence in the field of quality monitoring in
the context of net neutrality.

5
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2. Scope and background
2.1

Scope and approach of the report

The main goal of this report is to establish a basis for the creation of IAS quality monitoring
systems capable of enhancing transparency for end users of electronic communication
services and prevent degradation of service from ISPs in relation to end users and CAPs, as
prescribed in the Universal Service Directive (USD)4.
The report will set out the fundamental aspects of quality monitoring systems of NRAs in the
context of net neutrality5, at three different levels:




Using existing systems for this purpose;
Building recommendations for future systems; and
Exploring the evolution of a potential multi-NRA opt-in system.

BEREC believes that a quality monitoring system could motivate all parties to take a more
net neutrality friendly approach and see an increase in the level of performance experienced
by the users. Consumers will have richer information and be able to make better informed
purchasing decisions.
Finally, should such an ideal situation not be respected by one or more of the relevant
market players, such quality monitoring systems would assist NRAs in intervening with
appropriate corrective measures. For example, minimum quality requirements imposed to
prevent degradation of service could be based on consolidated analysis of trusted results
obtained by such a quality monitoring system.
In summary, two main use cases for quality monitoring systems are foreseen; they are not
mutually exclusive.


Use case A: Transparency about IAS quality. NRAs ensure the availability of
information for end users on the quality of IAS. This information may describe the
situation at a market level, e.g. the average performance region by region, or ISP by
ISP (subcase A1), or it may describe the performance enjoyed by individual users,
e.g. by reporting their quality of service at a specific time and location (subcase A2).
Transparency in the context of net neutrality is described in USD Articles 20 and 21.
The transparency use case in this report will only cover how quality monitoring tools
can be used to provide measurement results in line with the recommendations of
BEREC guidelines on transparency in the scope of net neutrality. How such results
are presented to end users is beyond the scope of this BEREC report.



Use case B: Regulatory supervision of IAS quality. NRAs have the power to
collect information with the specific goal of assessing degradation of IAS, either as a

4

DIRECTIVE 2009/136/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 25
November 2009 amending Directive 2002/22/EC on universal service and users’ rights relating to electronic
communications networks and services, Directive 2002/58/EC concerning the processing of personal data and
the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector and Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 on
cooperation between national authorities responsible for the enforcement of consumer protection laws [2009],
OJ L 337/11
5
To BEREC, “net neutrality” describes the principle of equal treatment of network traffic.
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whole (subcase B1) or for specific applications (subcase B2). This activity is
conducted in the light of regulatory powers and may lead to the imposition of
minimum requirements for quality of service and the monitoring of their fulfilment.
“Degradation of service” is described in USD Article 22(3), and the implementation of
this provision is detailed in the BEREC guidelines for QoS in the scope of net
neutrality. The regulatory supervision use case will explore how quality monitoring
systems can be used to gather measurement results that can be used by the NRA to
assess potential “degradation of service”.
Most quality monitoring systems available to date focus on quality of IAS as a whole: few
tools are available to identify and monitor traffic management practices such as applicationspecific throttling or traffic shaping. Quality of service degradations are not necessarily the
consequence of net neutrality issues. Other factors include limited investments in
infrastructure and network congestion.
This document elaborates on the aspects to be considered when creating quality monitoring
systems suitable to be applied to the use cases mentioned above and capable of fulfilling the
respective measurement objectives. It should be noted that multiple tools may be needed to
address in a satisfactory manner both use cases. Therefore this document first explores how
existing quality monitoring systems can be used for these purposes, and whether their
methodologies and parameters meet a minimum set of requirements.
This report has to be understood in a broader regulatory context. For example, other
methods of monitoring, such as market assessment or complementary methods in the
broader sense, can also provide useful information and increase the NRAs’ awareness of
the state of quality of service and net neutrality in the market. This report primarily is focused
on technical based measurements but does not exclude complementary methods.
Then the document draws conclusions on how to build and maintain quality monitoring
systems based on these methodologies and parameters. Finally it discusses how to keep
existing national practices up-to-date and to adapt them for future measurement tasks in
order to develop best practice solutions and keep pace with the technological development.
The possibility of a more converged approach is explored, which could consist of a common
set of measurement parameters and corresponding measurement methods for cross-border
uses. The potential of such an addition to national initiatives is discussed.
To that end, the rest of the document is structured as follows:
Chapter 3 describes the regulatory environment in terms of monitoring system governance
and stakeholder involvement, and discussed the legal value of measurement results,
openness, privacy and security.
Chapter 4 presents implementation aspects, covering measurement metrics and methods,
current measurement systems, as well as specific aspects regarding wireless/mobile Internet
access and complementary methods.
Chapter 5 discusses future perspectives such as measurement system standardisation and
cost aspects and discusses a potential multi-NRA opt-in system evolution.

7
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2.2

Background

Legal basis
The Regulatory Framework provides tools which NRAs can use to pursue their regulatory
objectives in the context of net neutrality.
The Telecom Package adopted in 2009 gave new powers to regulators and reinforced
obligations on operators in relation with quality of service.


The policy objectives in the Framework Directive provide guidance for how the
provisions in the four specific Directives should be understood. They include an
overarching objective of guaranteeing access to an open electronic communication
service/network for the interest of the citizens of the European Union: “promoting the
ability of end-users to access and distribute information or run applications and
services of their choice”, Article 8(4)(g) FD.



The Universal Service Directive introduces a comprehensive set of regulatory tools
which aim at promoting a satisfying quality of service and ensuring better information
on its actual quality of service which will be received. The tools can be divided into
obligations on operators and powers for regulators.
According to Article 20(1) USD, operators have to provide sufficient information to
their current and prospective customers. This is first ensured by an appropriate level
of precision of their contracts.
However, obligations go beyond contractual information, as NRAs can request that
operators publish transparent information in other contexts, according to Article
21(3), Article 22(1) and (2) USD. The European legislator therefore acknowledges
that contracts might not always be the most appropriate medium to convey complex
and changing information, and encourages NRAs to play an active role in increasing
the quantity and quality of information available to Internet users.
Additionally, the 2009 Telecom Package provided a power to NRAs. According to
Article 22(3) USD, “in order to prevent the degradation of service and the hindering or
slowing down of traffic over networks, Member States shall ensure that national
regulatory authorities are able to set minimum quality of service requirements on an
undertaking or undertakings providing public communications networks.” The reach
of this regulatory tool has been extensively examined by BEREC, which sees it as
the third and final step of the regulatory approach to net neutrality breaches, as
explained in its Guidelines for QoS in the scope of net neutrality.

Articles 20(1), 21(3) and 22(1)-(2) provide the legal basis for main use case A, while Article
22(3) provides the legal basis for main use case B.
BEREC is aware that there are ongoing discussions about potential new regulation that may
have an impact on the framework for monitoring quality of service defined in this report.
There may especially be a need to further assess the impact of the provisions related to net
neutrality.

8
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BEREC’s previous work
Net neutrality has been a prominent area of interest for BEREC in recent years. BEREC has
published a number of documents on key topics related to net neutrality, including market
findings and guidance for regulators. Among those documents, some are especially relevant
to quality of service and explore its interplay with best effort Internet provision, elaborate on
its measurement, its publication, and analyse the regulatory process which may lead to
minimum quality requirements.
In 2011, BEREC published a framework6 for quality of service which sets out the foundations
for defining quality of service in relation to net neutrality, elaborating on quality-related
concepts relevant to IP networks and on quality evaluation methods on the Internet. This
framework provides a conceptual basis for subsequent works on quality of service.
In parallel, BEREC issued guidelines7 on transparency which explore how the new
Regulatory Framework transparency obligations should work in practice. They set out the
type of information to be provided and how it should be conveyed. They also elaborate on
the requirements for a transparency policy to be effective. They are especially relevant to the
current document when considering transparency on actual quality of service.
In 2012, BEREC undertook an investigation8 into traffic management practices and
restrictions currently applied by ISPs. This unprecedented inquiry showed that a majority of
ISPs offer Internet access services with no application-specific restrictions; however, some
specific practices, such as blocking or throttling of peer-to-peer traffic or VoIP, may create
concerns for end users and could sometimes be associated with discriminating actions.
These occur more often in mobile networks than in the fixed network sector. The data
gathered shows significant differences between countries. As a first exercise, it however did
not provide a full and deep view of all practices currently in the markets.
In 2012, BEREC also published guidelines for quality of service9 which provided
recommendations to NRAs on when and how to exercise the new powers to impose
minimum quality of service requirements on operators. The guidelines for quality of service
elaborate on how to assess restrictions, and how to reflect the particular context of national
markets.
The 2011 BEREC transparency guidelines provide, among other things, the background for
main use case A, while the 2012 BEREC quality of service guidelines provides the
background for main use case B.

6

BEREC, A framework for quality of service in the scope of net neutrality, Document no. BoR (11) 53, 2011,
http://berec.europa.eu/doc/berec/bor/bor11_53_qualityservice.pdf
7
BEREC, Guidelines on transparency in the scope of net neutrality: best practices and recommended
approaches, Document no. BoR (11) 67, 2011,
http://berec.europa.eu/doc/berec/bor/bor11_67_transparencyguide.pdf
8
BEREC, Findings on traffic management and other practices resulting in restrictions to the open Internet in
Europe, Document no. BoR (12) 30, 2012, http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/sites/digital-agenda/files/Traffic
Management Investigation BEREC_2.pdf
9
BEREC, Guidelines for quality of service in the scope of net neutrality, Document no. BoR (12) 131, 2012,
http://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/download/0/1101-berec-guidelines-forquality-of-service-_0.pdf
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2.3

Quality monitoring system requirements

Requirements identified for quality monitoring
trustworthiness, openness and future-proofness.

are:

accuracy,

comparability,

Accuracy: The achieved measurement results should be reliable, reproducible and
consistent over time. Accuracy requires that results are obtained from a clearly defined
population and their statistical treatment is well documented, so that results can be
interpreted without bias. These measurements can be both technical indicators
characterizing service quality and quality perceived by end users (QoE). Margins of error
should be known and published.
Comparability: This includes “plain” comparability of individual sample measurements, but
also comparability at higher levels, depending on the goals set by the NRA, such as
comparability between IASes, and between countries when possible, so that degradation of
certain offers, or degradation caused by specialised services, can be identified with a
sufficient level of confidence. Comparisons of measurements should always be put into
context with a wider analysis to clarify the cause of any differences observed.
Trustworthiness: The system components must be robust and protected against security
attacks, and availability, integrity and confidentiality of the measurement data must be
secured during storage and transmission. Privacy is also essential and the consent of end
users regarding the treatment of their data must be obtained. The system governance must
be designed in a way which mitigates conflicts of interest and ensures credible results. The
independence (from operators), accountability and legal value of the measurement results
has to be taken into account early in the design process.
Openness: Details about the measurement methodology should be made available, and
open source code should be considered as an option to achieve this requirement.
Furthermore, transparency of collected data (“open data”) should also be sought, with due
respect for the limitations of national legislation. As far as possible, a quality measurement
system should be based on state-of-the-art specifications, standards and recommendations
and best practices, in order to leverage on established know-how and thereby contribute to
the best possible measurement results. This will also improve the capability of the system to
support comparability (a requirement underlined above).
Future-proofness: The system design should ensure flexibility, extensibility, scalability and
adaptability. This implies that cost-effectiveness should also be applied as a general rule-ofthumb to all phases of the measurement system lifecycle, like development, deployment and
operation.
These requirements described above contribute to the overall accountability of the quality
monitoring and should therefore be taken into account when NRAs design a quality
monitoring system.
In the subsequent chapters, quality monitoring solutions will be analysed against these
requirements, by considering how well different solutions comply with different requirements.
In general, it can be expected that a single monitoring solution will not comply with all the
criteria, and therefore trade-offs will need to be made. Also, compliance with some criteria
may come at a cost, and the conditions of this compliance should be explored.

10
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3. Regulatory environment
3.1

Introduction

When an NRA establishes and operates a quality monitoring system, the overall regulatory
environment plays an essential role, as it provides legal as well as non-legal principles that
the NRAs need to consider.
Usually, the applicable national legal framework indicates, or even clearly defines, the
objective as well as the constraints of the quality monitoring. On this basis, the regulator
decides on the establishment and usability of a monitoring system. As introduced in chapter
2, the two main use cases are typically:



ensuring transparency on the quality of the Internet access service for end users
(use case A), and
regulatory supervision through monitoring quality of the Internet access service
with regard to potential degradation of service, and enabling the NRA, if considered
necessary, to impose minimum quality of service requirements (use case B).

When defining the establishment and usability of the quality monitoring system, the regulator
should consider the following questions






3.2

which approach should be taken - who should control the monitoring system and how
should the stakeholders be involved (the governance issue)?
what legal consequences and effects can measurement results have (the legal value
of measurement results issue)?
how can information about the methodology of a monitoring system and its results be
provided (the openness issue)?
how can the privacy of the users of such a monitoring system be ensured (the
privacy issue)?
what measures need to be undertaken to ensure the security and integrity of the
monitoring system (the security issue)?

Governance

3.2.1 Regulatory approaches to quality monitoring
There are different regulatory approaches to implementing a quality monitoring system which
can be broken down to the following options:

Traditional regulation
The quality monitoring system may be implemented and run by the NRA – either by itself or
by using an independent measurement provider chosen by a public procurement. Given a
sufficient legal basis, the NRA may also impose the establishment of a quality monitoring
system on the ISPs.

11
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The former allows full control over the methodology of the implementation as well as over
the generated measurement data. If the implementation of the quality monitoring system is
imposed on the ISPs, further steps may be necessary for an effective control.
Since the NRA exercises control over the quality monitoring system, it has to take into
account the applicable legal frameworks – not only with regard to the material legitimisation
of the quality monitoring system, but also with regard to procedural aspects (see below at
3.2.2).

Co-regulation
Under some circumstances, NRAs may find it appropriate to establish joint regulatorstakeholders systems, rather than imposing implementation merely on ISPs. Under such a
scheme, cooperation with stakeholders may be useful to meet specific needs and/or
regulatory objectives, such as: (i) system development by independent research institutions;
(ii) performing measurement campaigns with the help of consumer organisations; (iii)
publishing results on “third party comparison websites”.10
Therefore, NRAs can choose to involve different stakeholder categories and set up a
cooperative monitoring system to share responsibilities and costs with independent research
organisations and other third parties. Such cooperative systems using different governance
solutions are already in place in some national markets: public-private partnerships based on
inter-institutional agreements, establishment of advisory bodies such as steering committees
and technical roundtables, or international cooperative forums.
When the set-up and operation of such cooperative systems is done with explicit
government involvement, the resulting measurement system is based on co-regulatory
principles. The USD makes explicit reference to such principles by stating that: “Coregulation could be an appropriate way of stimulating enhanced quality standards and
improved service performance. Co-regulation should be guided by the same principles as
formal regulation, i.e. it should be objective, justified, proportional, non-discriminatory and
transparent.”11

Self-regulation
Finally, under some circumstances, NRAs may decide to leave measurement systems to be
deployed by the market, and promote self-regulatory initiatives for the implementation of
relevant measurement methods, as well as the publication of monitoring results, through
moral suasion.12 For instance, NRAs may launch education and information campaigns to
increase consumers’ awareness of the availability and use of measurement tools, while
inviting ISPs to make available user-friendly tools to their customers. Here, the NRA may
have some influence, but does not control the methodology of the quality monitoring system,
its implementation or the generated data.

10

Third party comparison websites are included by BEREC as one of a number of relevant bodies which can
play an important role in providing transparent information to end users regarding the quality of the Internet
access service, Ref. BEREC, Guidelines on transparency in the scope of net neutrality: best practices and
recommended approaches, Document no. BoR (11) 67, 2011, p. 3
11
Ref. Recital (48) of the Universal Service Directive, as amended in 2009
12
See also the EU Better Regulation guidelines and Inter-Institutional Agreement on Better Lawmaking at
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/better_regulation/key_docs_en.htm#_instruments..
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The appropriate approach highly depends on the goals of the quality monitoring system, and
whether or not the NRA needs to exercise control over the quality monitoring system. The
measurement method chosen may also require more or less involvement of the ISPs in the
system governance and implementation. It should however be noted that independency of
the measuring body, in particular third parties, should be considered as a part of
trustworthiness and overall accountability of a monitoring system.

3.2.2 Procedural aspects and stakeholders’ involvement
In cases when development of a quality monitoring system is not left to the market (both with
regard to use case A and use case B), Article 6 of FD and Article 33 (1) USD require that
stakeholders’ views are duly considered. The latter provision states: “Member States shall
ensure as far as appropriate that national regulatory authorities take account of the views of
end-users, consumers (including, in particular, disabled consumers), manufacturers and
undertakings that provide electronic communications networks and/or services on issues
related to all end-user and consumer rights concerning publicly available electronic
communications services, in particular where they have a significant impact on the market”.
The provision, therefore, requires national legislators to ensure that NRAs can consider the
views of interested parties on proposals having an impact on the rights of all end users and
consumers of electronic communications networks and services.
The decision about when to inform stakeholders, and to what extent to cooperate with them,
depends very much on the respective national situation regarding the NRA, stakeholder
relationships, and also on the overall market as well as political situation in the specific
country.
Therefore, the NRA should first assess which stakeholders should be involved. As a general
assessment, relevant stakeholders may include ISPs, consumers and consumer
associations, research centres, measurement system operators, manufacturers and CAPs.
The involvement of these stakeholders could have positive effects on the overall
development of the system itself as it:





ensures that feedback can already be taken into account at an early stage of the
development process, enabling improvements and clarifications to be implemented in
a much faster, easier and less cost-intensive way;
minimises or eliminates possible misunderstandings or uncertainties that the diverse
stakeholders might have;
allows for stakeholders to develop confidence and trust in the quality measurement
system, and therefore results, in (positive) acceptance of the quality monitoring.

Regarding the form of the stakeholder involvement, the NRA may choose from a number of
different options regarding a regulatory proposal, which may include a public consultation.
For instance, in light of Article 33 (3) USD, NRAs may also decide to promote the creation of
cooperative forums including network operators, ISPs and CAPs, in order to ensure
comprehensive, comparable, reliable, user-friendly and standardised information regarding
quality parameters and traffic management practices which could impact on quality in the
scope of net neutrality. Such participatory initiatives would tend to complement public
consultations, which are to be held before cooperation between undertakings takes place.
13
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In the same regard, regulators may seek information and support from a number of nonstatutory stakeholders, such as research centres and independent measuring organisations,
both at the national and international level, by setting up steering groups and/or technical
advisory boards13. Enhanced cooperation within such governance structures may be
particularly helpful when consumer associations are included. Consumers are key
stakeholders because, in most quality monitoring systems, measurements are to be
performed inside the customer premises. This implies that NRAs promote proactive
participation of consumers and their representative associations.
These participatory methods are not mutually exclusive and may be used to achieve
different goals, according to the relevant stages of quality monitoring system development
and operation. As a consequence, when keeping stakeholders informed and cooperating
with them during the development of a quality monitoring system, it is necessary to
determine, from the very beginning, the following:




Which stakeholders should be involved and why? What could be the risks of
involving stakeholders, i.e. do stakeholders have an interest in delaying the process?
Which and how much information (technical, legal, design, organisational etc.) should
they receive? When should they receive it?
How should they be involved? Should they merely be kept informed or be allowed to
participate in a more active way? How much additional time, workload and costs
could the involvement of stakeholders mean for the regulator and should it thus be
considered in the project schedule?

3.2.3 Funding aspects
The availability of financial resources also impacts on the choice of measurement system
and governance structure. Some NRAs may have access to financial resources which allow
them to autonomously launch a quality measurement system. In some jurisdictions, the legal
framework may also foresee that ISPs or other stakeholders, are required to contribute to
funding a system which is designed and supervised by the NRA.
In other circumstances, NRAs may not have sufficient resources to fund a quality
measurement system. NRAs could simply rely on an external solution over which they have
no influence and which does not require any additional effort or contribution. Alternatively,
NRAs could be motivated to look for partners and take part in a multi-stakeholder system.
Possible partners are other public institutions at a local, national, European or international
level, which may share an interest in recording measurements and could bring funding
resources. Research projects and various initiatives coming from universities, end user
organizations or private companies may also provide valuable resources. When joining
these projects, NRAs can bring their expertise, notably their knowledge of markets as well as
their broad legal and technical know-how.
When NRAs take part in a quality measurement system which they do not fully control, they
should pay special attention to the interests of stakeholders and their potential conflicts with
regulatory objectives. Even if such systems are likely to decrease the cost for NRAs, they
13

The creation of steering committees and technical advisory boards including consumer organisations,
manufactures and CAPs is in line with the relevant provisions set out by the Regulatory Framework with the
aim of ensuring that relevant stakeholders may actively cooperate in a regulatory environment to achieve the
policy goals of quality monitoring.
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could also decrease the trustworthiness of results and jeopardize the possibility to reuse
them in a regulatory context.

3.3

Legal value of the measurement results

An important issue for regulators is the question of the legal value of the results of a quality
monitoring system. For regulators to set up such a system with the overall aim of being
objective and provider-independent and enabling users to undertake quality measurements
implies and maybe even intends that users will rely on and make further use of the
measurement results. Also, regulators may use the quality monitoring system for their
regulatory supervision tasks.
For example in use case A, individual measurement results might be presented as part of
evidence by a user who
 has a contractual disagreement with his provider regarding bandwidth;
 complains regarding mobile network coverage,
This could be when the end user tries to resolve the problem directly with his provider, when
he brings a complaint to an alternative dispute resolution / regulatory conciliation body, or
during a court case. Thus, the measurement results could well be presented as part of
evidence at some point.
In this regard, it has to be noted that in each specific case when measurement results are
presented as part of evidence, the circumstances differ. Also these results are, usually,
subject to free evaluation of evidence. Additionally, all relevant legal aspects, especially
contractual and consumer-rights aspects (as in any alternative dispute resolution / regulatory
conciliation body or court case) need to be considered.
Referring to the afore-mentioned cases, this has (among others) the following legal
consequences:
 If measurement results differ from the advertised bandwidth, this does not
necessarily mean that a provider is not fulfilling its contractual agreements. In many
cases the advertised bandwidth is not legally guaranteed.14 While in some cases the
contractually guaranteed performance includes only a minimum bandwidth, in other
cases only the maximum up-to bandwidth is determined.
 Depending on the regulatory coverage obligations, a provider might or might not be
legally obligated to provide coverage at a specific location.
In use case B, it is equally important to have valid data to decide whether there is a
degradation of service and which regulatory measures may have to be taken in response.
For instance, the regulator might conduct quality measurements in order to determine if or to
clarify allegations that a degradation of service or a slowing down of traffic over networks is
taking place or not. Such a quality monitoring tool could also be used by the regulator to
assess if the providers are for example fulfilling their coverage obligations (possibly adapted
according to the specific requirements).

14

In the case of Spain, according to the general Law on consumer protection, in particular pursuant to the
general provisions regarding publicity, the advertised features of the offer have a contractual value, even when
not being included in the contract.
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Thus, this imposes particular responsibilities on the quality measurement system, and the
provider of the system. In particular, the provided information about the measurement
methods and the measurement results are a major issue, raising questions including:




can the measurement results be easily reviewed by interested parties (e.g. via
open data, a public map)?
what is the specific measurement methodology used (e.g. is comprehensive
information provided about the methodology; is it open source)?
what needs to be considered by the user before, during and after undertaking a
measurement with the quality monitoring system (e.g. is information provided via
a comprehensive FAQ; is there the possibility to contact the provider of the
system in case of unresolved questions)?

Therefore, together with the measurement results, sufficient information must be provided to
the public about the methodology used and its potential limitations and biases.

3.4

Openness about methods and results

Measurement results only have a meaning when they are supported by documentation on
how - and under what conditions - the results were established. This is especially true when
there is no single generally accepted methodology on how measurements should be done.
Ideally the description of the methodology is useful for both consumers and technical
experts. In other words, the detailed technical description should be accompanied by a high
level summary of the most significant parameters/conditions. In the case that measurements
are performed by third-party contractors, it needs to be made clear that all details of the
measurement study should be made publicly available and these details should not be
restricted due to a non-disclosure agreement.
Quality measurements systems are built upon software. Knowledge of source code is
therefore the ultimate tool to make the measurement methodology transparent. While
manuals and documentation describe the intended behaviour of software, only the sourcecode can reveal the actual implementation. Software which allows users to review the
source-code is usually referred to as “open-source software”. There are also other forms of
giving insight into source code, e.g. some vendors of commercial software sometimes allow
specific groups (e.g. government representatives) to review the source code of their
software.
BEREC believes that open source is a good practice which supports transparency of
methodology and the effective proliferation of measurement systems, but it is not the only
option, and in many circumstances regulators will not have the choice to make the source
code available.
A measurement campaign creates a data set for every single measurement. That dataset
contributes to the collected data. In the case of an end user measurement, the data will be of
special interest to that individual user (e.g. for the users’ individual statistics and history).
The total set of collected data is often referred to as “raw data”. Further processing is
required before a report can be generated. These steps might include anonymisation,
removal of invalid measurements, statistical analysis and presentation. The final report
includes tables, diagrams and figures of the measurement results.
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If it is decided to publish results, typically the report is published. But that report is a specific
interpretation of the raw data, someone might be interested in some specific statistics which
were of no interest for report or were left out for other reasons. To do so, raw measurement
data would be required. Such public data is often referred to as “open data”.
Making (raw) collected data available might be challenging:






Privacy has to be taken into account when data is collected (see 3.5). This
implies that the user must be informed which and for what purpose data is
collected, what information shall be included, how data will be used, and
specifically that some information may be made available to the public. It has to
be made clear that personal data (e.g. user identity, IP-address) is removed
before publication.
In cases when information subject to business confidentiality is considered, the
obligations which arise from confidentiality shall be observed.
Raw data requires a lot of interpretation; therefore it is necessary to make the
methodology of data collection transparent as well.
It is necessary to define how data can be used. It is possible to define an
individual license or to use existing licenses, e.g. those prepared by the Creative
Commons initiative15. Some countries’ open data initiatives propose some
specific license requirements16.

The decision about whether to make data available as open data, will also be guided by
general policy decisions such as freedom of information legislation. The “European Union
Open Data Portal”17 is a European example of such an initiative.

3.5

Privacy

Another crucial point that needs to be taken into account when setting up a quality
monitoring system is the issue of privacy. It is of utmost importance that the provider of a
quality measurement system strictly abides by the respective European and national legal
requirements, and also provides users and the public with adequate information about this. If
legal requirements are followed, critical questions which might arise on publication of the
data can be responded to very quickly. Additionally, trust and confidence in the system, as
well as the reputation of its provider, i.e. the regulator, will be assured.
As the development of the measurement system could be considerably affected by any legal
requirements, it is necessary to determine the following aspects from the beginning:


what are the respective legal requirements at the European, and especially
national, levels regarding the treatment of data when a measurement with a
quality monitoring system is undertaken;

“Creative Commons”, accessed May 24th, 2014, http://creativecommons.org
e.g. “Open Government License”, UK Government, accessed January 24th, 2014,
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/ , or Eibl, G. et al, “Rahmenbedingungen für
Open Government Data Plattformen”, e-Government Bund-Länder-Gemeinden White Paper, Version 1.1.0
(2012). Online: http://reference.e-government.gv.at/uploads/media/OGD-1-1-0_20120730.pdf (accessed May
24th, 2014).
17
https://open-data.europa.eu/
15
16
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which specific data is actually needed to provide qualitative measurement results;
could the usage of any data, especially personal data and sensitive data18, raise a
concern or even cause criticism publicly and what can be done to best handle
and alleviate such situations?

It should be noted that the respective legal requirements can be rather diverse and
comprehensive, in formal as well as material content, by country19. Examples would be:










the concrete definition of which data are or might be considered as personal data
(e.g. in some European countries the IP addresses are classified by the highest
courts as personal data, while in others they are not);
the definition of what is precisely understood by the legal term sensitive data;
the usage and treatment of data, personal data and sensitive data by the provider
of the quality measurement system (this can differ depending if the data is merely
processed or if all data or part of the data is transmitted within or even outside of
the EU; also specific data, such as personal data, must often be completely
deleted after a certain amount of time, independent of whether these data are
available to the public or not)20;
measures that need to be fulfilled in order to secure the data (see next section);
steps that need to be taken to assure the consent of the user of the measurement
system regarding the treatment of his data (providing a privacy policy; the (active)
acceptance of the privacy policy by the user before being able to undertake a
measurement for the first time; and the logging of this consent in order to have a
proof; renewing the acceptance in case of updates or new releases of the
measurement system; possibilities for the user to withdraw his acceptance);
the necessity of a mere notification or also the permission of the respective data
protection body or data protection commissioner;

In addition to complying with the law, it is highly recommendable to be informative and
transparent towards the user of the quality measurement system as well as the interested
public.

The EU defines personal data (which also encompasses the legal term sensitive data) as ʺany information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable person is one who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors
specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identityʺ.
A special category of data is sensitive data: ʺMember States shall prohibit the processing of personal data
revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership,
and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.ʺ.
Viz. Art. 2, 8 of the reference document: Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data [1995], OJ L 281
19
The main national sources in this regard are the data protection act, the telecommunication act and decisions
of the respective highest national courts.
20
Data that is transmitted is here understood as data that third parties, thus parties other than the provider of the
measurement system and the user who undertakes a measurement, have access to. Such data may be publicly
available or not.
18
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3.6

Security

The main goal of a quality monitoring system is to measure quality parameters of an Internet
access service. In any type of implementation measurement agent endpoints may be
exposed to different kinds of attacks.
Thus, it is of high importance for the provider of a quality monitoring system to ensure and
uphold the security and integrity of the system. The security and integrity of the
measurement system has to be firstly assured at a technical level. In order to achieve this,
respective national and European legal requirements also have to be fulfilled. At the
European framework level, a reference point for such an implementation should be (in a
wide context) put on Article 13 of the Framework Directive, the Cybersecurity Strategy of the
EU, and the Data Protection Directive. In a wider context, also Article 13a FD as well as the
Cybersecurity Strategy of the EU and the current discussions regarding this topic ought to be
considered.21
The client side of the quality measurement systems is usually located at the premises of the
end user, usually in uncontrolled software, hardware and network environments. Such an
environment makes the client susceptible to attacks. A compromised computer with the
measurement client can pose a threat to the entire quality monitoring system as well as the
end users participating in the measurement. On the server site, a typical security threat
would consist of various denial-of-service attacks against the measurement server.
A security incident can have a number of negative consequences for the performance and
integrity of a quality monitoring system such as service outage, loss of measurement data,
breach of user data, and even the conversion of a measurement client network into a botnet.
Any of these security incidents obviously affect the trust between the voluntary users and the
measurement system administrator (network operator, regulator etc.) (refer also to section
4.2.3).
Clearly security and integrity of a quality measurement system are critical.

21

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data [1995], OJ L
281, or the reference document: European Commission.
“Cybersecurity Strategy of the European Union: An Open, Safe and Secure Cyberspace”, 2013, online:
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/cf/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=1667 (accessed January 24th,
2014).
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3.7

Conclusions and recommendations

Regulatory approaches
When choosing between the different regulatory approaches, the appropriate solution will
typically depend on the use case. In particular, when the main objective for quality
monitoring is regulatory supervision, a regulator-controlled monitoring system will, in most
cases, be the best. When the prevalent objective is to ensure the availability of information
for end users (transparency), NRAs should also play an educative role by promoting or
launching information campaigns in order to foster consumer awareness in the market.
The technology chosen and the tools available on the market should also be taken into
account when choosing the governance approach. For instance, measurement tools from
independent organisations (e.g. research institutions and other non-profit entities) may also
contribute to provide consumers with reliable and comparable information regarding quality
of IAS.
On the other hand, it may also be appropriate to set up complementary measurement
systems to address the goals of the NRA and to limit risks. For example, a stakeholdercontrolled, hardware-based system could effectively be complemented by a regulatorcontrolled, software-based tool, as each one has different risks, biases and benefits.

Procedural steps and stakeholders’ involvement
The level of stakeholders’ involvement according to Article 6 of FD and Article 33(1) USD
depends on the overall market conditions, regulator-stakeholder relationships and also on
the relative cost-effectiveness of such involvement in a specific regulatory environment.
Therefore the need for information and cooperation from different stakeholder categories
should be carefully assessed, as well as the different kind of support (technical, financial,
operational) they may seek at the different stages of the monitoring system lifecycle. To the
extent that information and cooperation from stakeholders is deemed to be advantageous,
BEREC recommends assessing whether it is useful to:




take into account the views of stakeholders at the very early stages of the process;
encourage proactive involvement by relevant stakeholders in line with Article 33(2) USD;
promote the creation of cooperative forums.

A useful step for planning a participatory process is the preliminary identification of relevant
stakeholders, which may differ according to the quality monitoring system objectives and
architecture. In general terms, BEREC recommends involving the following categories of
stakeholders:
(i)

(ii)

research organisations, consumer and business users’ associations, CAPs and
measurement providers are especially relevant in order to address quality monitoring
to net neutrality objectives;
ISPs, consumer organisations, individual end-users and measurement providers are
especially relevant for measurement of performance.

Possible forms of stakeholder involvement may include public consultation, cooperative
forums including network operators, ISPs and CAPs, as well as advisory bodies or steering
groups. These forms are non-exclusive participatory methods which may be used to achieve
20
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different goals, or to include different stakeholder categories, according to the relevant
stages of quality monitoring system development and operation.

On the legal value of measurements results




The provider of a quality measurement system should keep in mind that measurements
undertaken with their system may imply legal usage of these measurement results (e.g.
before a court).
This imposes particular characteristics on the quality measurement system: it should be
objective, robust and legally grounded, and information should be provided about the
measurement method and results.

Being transparent about methods and respecting privacy at the same time
Trust and confidence in the quality monitoring system should be encouraged notably by
considering the following:






providing information on how, and under what conditions, measurement results are
established (e.g. relying on the usage of open-source software),
making “raw data” publicly available (open data principle),
respecting and transparently ensuring compliance with European and national legal
requirements regarding the issue of (data) privacy as well as the security and integrity of
the system,
limiting the processing of such data to cover only that which is actually needed to provide
qualitative measurement results.
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4. Implementation aspects
4.1

Measurement metrics

Many of the metrics currently used to evaluate quality of the Internet Access Service (IAS)
help end users to choose an appropriate IAS offer. The metrics also allow NRAs to evaluate
the performance of IAS offers in their respective markets. Standards developing
organizations (SDOs) have specified various parameters which can be used to evaluate
quality of the IAS as a whole. Nevertheless, this information is often too technical to allow
end users choose an IAS offer suitable for their usage of the Internet.
Popular applications impose different demands on the underlying IAS. For example,
applications such as web access and streaming media need high data transmission
throughput. In contrast, Voice over IP (VoIP) and gaming are sensitive mainly to delay and
delay variation. Whilst sensitivity to packet loss or packet error is in many cases mitigated by
the use of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) data retransmission, this may not be
suitable to real-time applications.
In this section we consider international/European standards and recommendations from
CEPT, ETSI, ITU and IETF.
In CEPT’s ECC report 195,22 the following quality metrics have been selected: upload and
download speeds, delay, delay variation, packet loss ratio, and packet error ratio. The
criteria CEPT used to choose the relevant standard was primarily based on the ETSI Guide
EG 202 057.23 The first two definitions rely on the ETSI Guide; the last three are also
referenced in the guide, but the main sources are ITU-T Rec. Y.1541 and G.1010.
IETF also defines a set of quality metrics in a similar way to those defined by ITU and ETSI.
However, some variations exist. For example, RFC 2679 and RFC 2681 define one-way and
round-trip delay, RFC 3393 defines delay variation, and RFC 2680 and RFC 6673 define
one-way and round-trip packet loss metrics. RFCs 3148 and 6349 define frameworks for
measurement of transmission speed using the TCP protocol.
When measurement samples of quality metrics such as speed or delay are collected, they
will have temporal and spatial variation. To account for temporal variation, statistically
derived metrics such as average values, percentiles (e.g. highest 95% and lowest 5%) and
standard deviation are used. Spatial variation is described in section 4.5 below.
In some cases, theoretical maximum values are used to describe the performance of a
service. However, from the end user’s point of view, the actual value of the performance is
more relevant for evaluating real experiences when using the service. Deriving average
CEPT Electronic Communications Committee, “Minimum Set of Quality of Service Parameters and
Measurement Methods for Retail Internet Access Services”, ECC Report 195, 2013, online:
http://www.erodocdb.dk/Docs/doc98/official/pdf/ECCREP195.PDF (accessed January 24th, 2014)
23
EG 202 057 is relatively old and was written for dial-up Internet access. It is only applicable for the network
section from NTP to the RADIUS server. This is a different scope than the IAS discussed in this report.
22
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actual values requires thorough statistical analysis, and usually it will be preferable to
distinguish between peak-time and off-peak-time during the analysis.
As described in BEREC Guidelines for QoS in the scope of net neutrality, an important
quality indicator is achieved by monitoring the effects of congestion in the network. The
difference between peak and off-peak values is a way of quantifying this effect, as well as
the duration of peak-time on a daily and weekly basis.
In the context of net neutrality, performance of individual applications is also important,
because it can be used to detect potential degradation of individual applications. The
following table, based on ECC report 195,24 illustrates popular applications by nonprofessional users and the relevance of the quality parameters on the performance of those
applications. In the table below, the relevance goes from ‘–‘ (least relevant) to ‘+++’ (very
relevant). When evaluating quality aspects of IAS in the context of net neutrality, it is
essential to evaluate potential degradation of individual applications based on such
considerations.
Table 4-1
Application

Browse (text)
Browse (media)
Download file
Transactions
Streaming
media
VoIP
Gaming

Data transmission speed

Delay

Delay
variation

Packet
loss

Packet
error

Downstream

Upstream

++

-

++

-

+++

+++

+++

-

++

+

+++

+++

+++

-

+

-

+++

+++

-

-

++

-

+++

+++

+++

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

+++

+++

+

+

+

+

+++

++

+++

+++

Glasnost is a well-known measurement tool that can be used to detect degradation of
individual applications.
Technical standardisation is a continuously ongoing process. Within the area of Internet
communication, IETF has a central role, being the organization that has developed, and
continues to develop, the IP technology. Therefore, IETF has a particularly important
position regarding IP quality measurement.
It is important to standardise definitions, scenarios and methodology for how to measure the
quality of the IAS. These standards should be applied across all ISPs in a country and
ideally in the pan-European space.
24

Based on the principles contained in ETSI EG 202 057-4, ITU-T Rec. Y.1541 and ITU-T Rec. G.1010.
The format of the table draws from works of Timothy A. Gonsalves & Anuraag Bharadwaj [Comparison of AT‐
Tester with Other Popular Testers for Quality of Service Experience (QoSE) of an Internet Connection].
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4.2

Measurements using injected test traffic

4.2.1 Test measurement architectures
Two different typical measurement architectures are used by the ISP and/or by other
entities, such as NRAs. The first approach is used to measure the quality of the ISP leg.
The second approach extends beyond the ISP including connectivity to the Internet. This
normally extends to a central IXP where the ISPs under consideration interconnect with each
other. It may also extend to other prominent IXPs, to which ISPs are not directly connected,
or it could be cloud-based. In the following subsection both of these scenarios are analysed.

Measurement of the ISP leg
Here, the path to the measurement server stays within the ISP’s infrastructure and will cover
a segment of the network infrastructure used for the provision of IAS, depending on the
server’s location. The control of the ISP is related to the part of the network operated by the
ISP, i.e. the infrastructure between the network termination point (end user side) and where
the interconnection to other ISPs takes place. The following figure gives a schematic
representation of this scenario.

Figure 4-1 – Measurement of the ISP leg

An important point related to this scenario is that the measurement server should be located
as close as possible to the edge of the ISP’s network (e.g. the peering router) in order to
measure all potential bottlenecks of this network. By assuring that all ISPs are measuring
metrics based on the same methodology and comparable reference points, the comparison
between network performance of ISPs is in theory possible, although real comparability is
unlikely to be achieved since separate systems may have differences in implementation.
Nevertheless, the end user is not able to assess a complete view of the quality of the IAS
itself. This is because the metrics refer to the ISP’s internal network via a measurement path
to a server via a specific network interface. Thus the measurement does not take into
account the connectivity to the Internet that ordinary IAS traffic will receive. This connectivity,
however, is important to evaluate because the quality of IAS is also determined by
connectivity to the Internet, i.e. the higher the interface capacity and interconnectivity of the
interconnection agreements are, the better the quality of the IAS becomes.
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Measurement beyond the ISP leg
In this scenario, the measurement covers the path from client to measurement server
located beyond the ISP via the Internet connectivity foreseen by the ISP for user traffic. It
may thus be carried out without involvement of the ISP,25 e.g. by an NRA or a measurement
provider, facilitating a higher degree of independence from the ISP. This scenario reflects all
aspects of the quality of the IAS as opposed to the scenario with the ISP leg described
above, since interconnectivity to the rest of the Internet is included in the measurement.
Ideally, measurement servers should be available for every Internet interconnection to give a
complete picture of the quality of the IAS. For practical reasons this will not be possible.
When needed, ad hoc measurements of specific interconnections may be required to
establish transparency regarding quality of the IAS – this may be necessary when
investigating certain incidents.
In some cases there may not be larger differences between measuring over the ISP leg and
measuring towards a more distant location, like an IXP or another well-connected location.
However, if an ISP provides better performance to some interconnections than to others and
thereby introduces different levels of performance to different destinations, it is valuable for
the NRA and the end users to have transparent quality information about this effect.
Furthermore, to the extent that the measurement results from different scenarios give the
same values; centralised servers could replace individual servers to save cost, in particular
the costs of operation and maintenance. In general, the comparability of the IASes at
national level can be better achieved when using a central measuring point. On the other
hand, since Internet traffic can take different paths, and most ISPs have several
interconnections to the Internet, a statistical average over several central servers will give a
better estimate of the quality of IAS under real-life use conditions.

Figure 4-2 – Measurement to the IXP

The limitation with a “test server connected to one interconnected IXP scenario” is that it
may not accurately reflect the actual IAS quality which end users receive. For example it
does not detect the possible bottlenecks in other interconnections. Ordinary traffic from end
25

However, a measurement server connected to an IXP may be located in a separate AS needing
interconnection agreements with ISPs that are monitored.
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users may be routed via different paths which would influence the quality. A risk also exists
that the ISP may “groom” the route to the measuring point to ensure better performance than
ordinary Internet traffic.

4.2.2 Hardware based versus software based methods
Quality measurements can be performed with or without full control of the measurement
termination unit at the end user side. The following subsections consider both alternatives.
(Passive measurements are covered in section 4.3.2 below.)

Hardware-based methods
Here, a dedicated hardware probe is used for the sole purpose of measurement. There are
two options to consider:




The probe completely replaces the end user’s equipment. No other equipment can
be connected to the Internet access while the probe is performing measurements.
This is applicable also in the case of mobile Internet access.
The probe shares the Internet access with ordinary traffic, e.g. by connecting a probe
to a residential gateway. In this case, there may be bottlenecks when specialised
services (e.g. IPTV) use the access, since they may throttle the Internet traffic,
creating problems if the probe is not able to check all traffic that flows through it.

Hardware-based methods may allow the possibility of executing measurements during
periods when the users are not actively using their IAS,26 i.e. when there is a low level of end
user generated traffic. For that reason, periodic tests are possible and measurement process
do not need to disturb the end user’s usage of the IAS.
On the other hand, these methods imply higher costs because of the costs of the probes
themselves, as well as their installation. The cost also includes panel selection and guidance
of each panellist separately. Thus, this method may be more suited to measuring a limited
number of end users (such use case B1).

Software-based methods
In this category, there are two options to consider:



A web-based tool, where the download and execution of the measurement software
is initiated via the end user’s web browser by accessing a specific web page.
A dedicated software client, where the measurement software is permanently
installed on the end user’s terminal equipment. In this case, different versions of the
software are needed to support different operating systems and terminal equipment.

The web-based tool generally has a low cost, and installation within the operating system is
not needed. Nevertheless, it still requires collaboration from users, who must initiate the
measurements. Measurements made by this approach are likely to be influenced by different
browser software, its interaction with the operating system and the presence of other
activities on the access.

26

Avoiding traffic influencing the measurements is necessary in order to achieve reliable results.
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The dedicated software client method is also a relatively low cost solution, but will require
installation of the software by the user. The software may be activated by the end user for
each test sequence. Alternatively, it may be made more intelligent by detecting the level of
activity on the end user equipment and its Internet interface in order to perform the
measurements autonomously.
Other kinds of verifications are normally necessary to implement in the software client in
order to make the software-based measurements more controlled, e.g. excluding
measurements over wireless LAN.
Note that with both options the end user may be required to give some information regarding
their IAS, such as contract information. Whilst these methods facilitate a wide range of users
and a quicker deployment time compared to hardware based methods, they can only
perform measurements and data collection when the users are online.

4.2.3 Controlling the measurements
When designing a measurement system, it is essential to guarantee that there will be
enough server capacity so that the measurement service does not itself act as a bottleneck
and distort the results. The capacity can be pre-allocated and controlled in a way that clients
can perform measurements only according to a pre-defined schedule. With this mechanism
it is possible to make sure that there is always enough capacity and resources for all active
measurements.
The other option is to implement an access control scheme, where the system queues
clients and only allows a given number to measure at the same time; i.e. buffering
measurement requests when the system becomes overloaded. This type of load control is
essential for a system that allows clients to measure at their own initiative. Otherwise the
reliability of the measurement results will be compromised.

4.3

Measurements using ordinary user traffic

4.3.1 Application measurements
Application measurements cover end-to-end performance of specific applications. All the
parts of the Internet effecting user perception influence application measurements. The
drawback is that when low performance is detected, it is difficult to determine which section
of the end-to-end communication path causes the impairment. To determine this, it is
necessary to compare the results on different applications and from different ISPs and / or to
perform specific measurements on some sections of the relevant parts of the networks used.
Collecting information from CAPs allows values of technical quality parameters to be
obtained which represent the experience of the end user using the corresponding
application. Some CAPs provide such information today.27 The figure below shows this
measurement scenario.

See for example “Netflix ISP Speed Index”, Netflix Inc., accessed January 24th, 2014,
http://ispspeedindex.netflix.com/ .

27
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Figure 4.3 – Application measurements

CAPs are in a good position to observe the performance of end user communication as it
can be done automatically every time their users access the content. However CAPs do not
normally have any control over the other applications used by the end user or visibility of the
traffic generated by them. Also, CAPs’ own service, connectivity and server capacity may
limit the achieved results. Furthermore, it is important to perform an objective evaluation of
results from CAPs’ measurements if such results are to be used by NRAs.
Additionally, quality measurements based on user-initiated communication with CAPs can be
handled from the client side. This can, for example, be used for monitoring the download
time of webpages and performance metrics for streaming video.

4.3.2 Passive measurements
While the most commonly used measurement methods today rely on active measurements
using a client/server configuration, passive monitoring is an alternative to such approach.
Unlike active monitoring, passive monitoring does not inject test traffic into the network and
does not rely on dedicated test servers. Instead, passive monitoring tools analyse ordinary
traffic in order to infer quality-related parameters. Both approaches can be used to meet the
objective of monitoring quality of IAS in the context of net neutrality, each one with its pros
and cons, and they should be regarded as complementary. The following figure gives a
schematic representation of the passive scenario:
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Figure 4-4 – Passive traffic measurements.

In relation to degradation of IAS as a whole, active measurements typically inject artificial
traffic emulating web communications using the HTTP application layer protocol. Here,
passive monitoring can play an important role, because it measures traffic originated from
ordinary user applications and the reported quality metrics will be the ones that the user is
currently experiencing end-to-end. Passive monitoring can measure performance of IAS as a
whole by monitoring aggregated traffic from a mixture of applications sent to, and received
from, the Internet.
By doing so, it is possible to verify whether the reported quality values provide sufficient
performance for a best effort IAS service as a whole, by making comparisons with a
minimum level of performance for a mixture of different types of applications. In this case,
the results obtained by active monitoring cannot generally be extrapolated to the user
experience, because server location, traffic in the network, and the test applications used will
not meet the same conditions as for ordinary Internet communication.
In relation to degradation of individual applications using IAS, passive monitoring also
provides advantages compared to active monitoring, since it is particularly helpful in
identifying net neutrality violations. Existing systems for detecting differential treatment that
rely on active monitoring are typically specific to an application or to a particular
differentiation mechanism. If the ISP changes differentiation practices, the active monitoring
tool may not be able to detect it. However, the users need a method to detect differentiation
for any application that might be subject to differentiation and for any mechanism used to
achieve it, and passive monitoring provides a better alternative.
Passive monitoring can partially solve these problems because its aim is to measure
network performance for user-originated traffic. Passive monitoring does not try to identify
the policies implemented by an ISP but only measures the end-to-end performance. From
here it is possible to use statistical methods to identify if any traffic management practices
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are being implemented, since it is possible to establish causal relationships between the
ISP’s practice and performance degradation.
Another advantage of passive monitoring is that it does not change the traffic load imposed
on the network in any way. This is particularly important in mobile environments. Whilst most
of the fixed IAS offers provide a flat rate tariff, on a mobile IAS offer this might not be the
case. Data rates and data caps are offered on most of the mobile offers and this might limit
the usage of active tests since they reduce the remaining capacity for the user as a result of
traffic injection.
However, there are some drawbacks with passive monitoring too. The main inconvenience
for passive monitoring is the lack of control on the server side and on the network conditions.
Server and network capacity, connectivity and load will influence the resulting quality, and
the conclusions reached need to take into account those aspects. Nonetheless, statistical
data post-processing or the use of complementary active monitoring tools, allow for the
isolating of traffic management practices from other causes of degradation such as overload,
incorrect configuration, technical failure, etc. It is also important to note the lack of
commercial experiences with passive monitoring due to its complex implementation.
NANO is a passive measurement tool that can inspect traffic to and from end users’ hosts
and detect potential degradation of individual applications and thereby be used to investigate
net neutrality violations.

4.4

Current measurement systems

A number of European NRAs have been engaged in IAS quality measurement initiatives for
many years and in varying levels of details and focus. The measurement parameters and
methods used are basically the same, independent of the approach chosen. Differences can
be observed with respect to the measurements for detection of potential degradation of
individual applications. The majority of measurements, however, are focused on the
measurement of the quality of IAS as a whole.

4.4.1 General system aspects
The clear trend for measurement approaches covering both use case A and B is a
client/server architecture using injected test traffic. Two basic architectures can be observed:
1. Provision of a software-based monitoring system with measurement agents
that can be downloaded to any end-user IAS. The measuring agent may, in
principle, be both hardware- or software-based. However, a software-based solution
is usually preferred due to lower costs, easier distribution and achieving full
coverage. The software-based solution relies on the end users’ own terminal
equipment and measurements are user-initiated.
2. Use of a probe-based monitoring system built for a pre-defined (limited)
number of measurement end points (clients). The probes are located at network
termination points, i.e. end user-like IAS accesses. They are either operated by the
measuring organisation or by distributing hardware probes at end user premises. The
number and distribution of probes follows a specific measurement system design
depending on the scope and the desired statistical significance of the measurement
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campaign. In both cases, server-side measurement end points are typically located
at peering points.
The former approach is typically used for regulatory supervision where the focus lies on
providing tools for precise and controlled measurements of specific network scenarios (use
case B). The latter one is typically used for transparency issues (use case A) where the
focus lies on achieving a high coverage of the whole market, ideally all end users.
When individual end user information is the goal, software-based measurements are
preferred due to the coverage achieved, ease of implementation and lower cost. The
intention is to allow end users to cross-check whether the contracted IAS quality is fulfilled
(use case A2).
This architecture can also be used to provide average results (based on statistical analysis
of collected results from all measurements) to inform end users about the quality to be
expected at a specific location prior to signing a contract (use case A1). Measurement
results are then collected based on a crowd-sourced approach.
Probe-based measurements are used where full control of the clients is needed, typically for
scheduled measurements over a longer period. Prescheduled measurements are performed
for a predefined set of IASes with respect to type, number and distribution. This approach
allows for regulatory supervision of potential degradation of IAS as a whole (sub case B1).
NRAs that have a probe-based monitoring system can also use this to cover transparency
regarding average IAS performance (sub case A1) when distributing a statistically relevant
number of probes. Regulatory supervision of potential degradation of individual applications
run over IAS (sub case B2) will typically be performed with dedicated measurement tools.
Based on the main use cases with associated sub cases, the overall monitoring
methodology can be summarised like this:

Figure 4-5 – Measurement systems vs. use cases.
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4.4.2 General cost aspects
An internal BEREC survey conducted in 2013 identified at least 18 NRAs involved in quality
monitoring systems (and two NRAs currently developing their own tools). These NRAs are
either in charge of measurements or they cooperate with different stakeholders.
Furthermore, in 21 European countries there are other quality monitoring tools made
available to end users by public (e.g. university/research centers) or private institutions (e.g.
ISPs, consumer associations, test houses).
To assist their decision process when setting up a quality monitoring system, NRAs can
make a preliminary assessment of the actual costs they will incur by comparing costing
structures and trends of different existing systems. In this respect, and in light of providing
NRAs with useful information for such economic assessments, this section summarises
findings from the BEREC survey regarding costing aspects of quality monitoring.
Different technical solutions (hardware-based vs. software-based), regulatory goals
(transparency, regulatory supervision or a mix), steering entities (NRAs vs. stakeholders) are
some of the reasons why there is a high variability both in the total cost and in the costing
structure of the different national quality monitoring systems developed in a regulatory
environment.

Costing structure
The survey confirmed that there are some common trends concerning the costing structure
(that is the ratio between set-up costs and running costs).
Set-up costs are characterised by a high variability, making a precise assessment
impossible. There are, however, a minimum number of cost elements which are common to
all technical solutions: manpower, minimum hardware equipment and software licences.
Set-up costs appear less relevant for software-based solutions, although cost savings
compared to hardware-based solutions do not seem large because software development
and professional resources (IT specialists) represent the most significant cost component.
Validation activities and preparation of reporting systems have little effect on set-up costs (or
indeed on total costs). Adding additional metrics, while increasing overall costs, is expected
to only imply relatively low marginal costs.
One common trend in cost structures is the fact that set-up costs are higher than running
costs in most cases, and in some cases it may account for a very large part of the total cost.
This is especially true for solutions like hardware probes, whereas web-based solutions, for
example, have a more balanced costing structure.
Some governance and technical solutions allow for a certain degree of savings. For
instance, in public-private international systems, nodes and equipment are hosted at the
premises of associated measuring organisations at zero cost to participating NRAs. Other
international partners may cover day-to-day operations and other running costs (e.g. remote
support for maintenance).
In any case, as a whole, set-up costs (costs incurred to develop and install the measuring
tool), seems relatively larger than running costs (annual costs sustained to run the quality
monitoring system).
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Total cost
Total costs differ significantly with regard to the system architecture chosen, the costs of
which are of a different order of magnitude. Furthermore, total costs depend on several other
characteristics, ranging from the market involved (fixed and/or mobile IAS) and including
aspects related to the requirements of the quality monitoring system, such as equipment,
technical personnel, housing and common costs.

- System architecture
In aggregate, total costs for existing quality monitoring systems vary over a wide range.
Because system architectures and governance solutions are very different among countries,
comparison based on total costs could be misleading or, at least, very difficult.
That said, it is worth noting that minimum resources needed to set up a quality monitoring
system and associated implementing activities correspond, roughly, to the steps needed in
order to implement a software-based system. Therefore, the software-based approach can
be considered as a technical baseline model for quality monitoring systems. A hardwarebased system includes more elements on top of the baseline system. It is therefore logical
that hardware-based solutions would tend to be more expensive.

- Location of measurement servers
The server location impacts not only on the measurement costs but also on the total cost. A
larger number of measurement points obviously imply higher costs than one single
measurement point, in terms of both hardware and software requirements. There are indeed
some economies of scale that should be taken into account when planning the measurement
server location.
Placing the measurement servers within a national IXP could provide a significant saving.
According to several academics and policy makers, once an IXP is established, it becomes a
natural location for hosting a variety of other services dealing with bandwidth, speed and
reliability of Internet. (In case of collaboration within an opt-in quality measurement system,
several NRAs can share the cost of deploying a larger number of measurement servers,
something explored in chapter 5.)

4.5

Composition of test traffic

The measurement architectures and methodologies for conducting active measurements by
using injected test traffic are provided above. In addition to these considerations as a part of
the design of a measurement regime, it is important to decide on the amount and distribution
of measurement end points from which the test traffic is injected in order to achieve
meaningful results.
As presented in section 4.4 there are two basic measurement architectures used that are
related to the use cases A and B. Use case B – the regulatory supervision of specific
network scenarios – requires a dedicated measurement set-up and a pre-defined set of IAS
offers with respect to type, number and distribution of measurement end points. Use case A
– transparency measurements – is based on user-initiated measurements and the
aggregation of available measurement results (samples).
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For each use case a different methodology for generating respective test traffic is followed.
Use case B, which is by itself a specifically designed measurement scenario, calls for the
design of a specific distribution of measurement end points (IASes) prior to the start of the
measurements. The IASes selected to inject this traffic is referred to as the panel.
The motivation of use case A is to allow end users to perform measurements and to ideally
collect measurement samples from all end users to create a database. So rather than
designing specific measurement scenarios, the focus is first to allow for individual test
measurements (samples) and secondly to achieve as large a database as possible. This is
referred to as a crowd-sourced approach.

4.5.1 Preselected panel approach
The basic idea of this approach is to identify a set of IAS access points providing a valid
representation of whole the population of existing access points. This set is referred to as a
(preselected) panel. Each end user access point serves as a measurement end point
(client). In combination with the measurement server(s), the clients constitute a
“measurement network”. The end user access points are equipped with hardware probes
that control the client-related measurement aspects. By injecting test traffic at the end points
of this network, measurement samples are generated and collected for subsequent analysis.
Regarding the panel selection, there is a trade-off between panel size, statistical accuracy
and ultimately cost. The first step towards determining the participants of the panel is to
specify the particular market aspects which are of interest. Measurement points should be
selected based on statistical sampling. IAS packages may be first identified based on the
popularity as well as the market share of the respective ISPs and/or the similarity of the
packages to other ISPs. Assuming that technology and geography are of interest, there
should also be a consideration of how the selected packages are technologically delivered
and geographically distributed.
During the selection, the necessary number of participants per-technology-type per-package
are chosen in view of the market aspect required to be studied. For example, if a particular
package market (population) is to be studied, a group of participants subscribing to the
package will be needed. The group size must be drawn from all the technologies over which
the package is delivered. The number of participants for the package must be sufficient in
size to take into consideration the confidence interval for the population. There could also be
other relevant criteria, such as geography (urban/suburban/rural).
In order to achieve the target number of probes for each particular market aspect, a
recruitment campaign is conducted with the aim of establishing an initially large number of
potential volunteers which may eventually be selected for the evaluation process. Given the
unpredictability of the standard deviation of the chosen group of participants, it is possible
that the number of participants will have to be increased in an incremental manner until a
satisfactory margin of error is achieved.
If panel participants are not directly selected by the measuring organisation based on their
IAS offers, but instead by a call for volunteers, then a pre-screening and preliminary speed
measurements could be undertaken. This is in order to reduce the impact of respondent
misconceptions regarding which package they were using. For example, during the prescreening of suitable panellists, an average speed reading estimate may be undertaken
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using a software tool to give a rough estimate. If this reading is consistent with the panellist’s
package and their IP range matches that assigned to that IAS package, they are accepted
onto the panel.
In general, once the pre-screening checks are completed and successfully passed, the
particular volunteer becomes a participant of the representative panel and subsequently
issued with all the necessary equipment. The actual panel is constructed by meeting the
required number of probes for each particular market from the identified potential volunteers.
A safety margin should be incorporated to account for future changes in the recruited panel.

4.5.2 Crowd-sourced approach
With this approach, any IAS access can act as a measurement end point (client). The
access is typically provided with a software-based measurement agent that allows for userinitiated measurements executed on the end user’s own equipment. The client measurement
agent exchanges test traffic with one or more measurement servers. Each user-initiated test
measurement generates a measurement sample that is stored in a central database for
subsequent statistical analysis.
The measurement samples continuously generated by the crowd-sourced approach are
post-processed and published to provide average IAS performance information. Ideally, all
members of the population, i.e. all IAS access points, should be present in the collected data
sets. Based on this database, regulatory supervision and quality analysis can be made, e.g.
the performance of specific IAS packages. However, under real-life conditions only a subset
of the population will participate.
In order to provide robust quality measurement results, the crowd-sourced approach must
aim to collect a large number of participants. The larger the number of participants is, the
less likely it will be that the statistical analysis of the collected measurement samples
becomes biased. The success of the crowd-sourced approach relies on a low threshold for
participation. Therefore crowd-sourced campaigns normally rely on the distribution of
measurement software that can be executed on any end user equipment.
Since crowd-sourcing relies on volunteers that can participate without any admission control,
the number and distribution of the measurement samples is unknown. Also, the participants
volunteering may originate from a population that was not targeted by the quality evaluation
(e.g. participation by business IASes with particularly high-speed access). Therefore,
statistical analysis of the raw data collected could be performed.
As a result, crowd-sourced measurement software will not only measure the actual quality
metrics, but will also collect additional information on the measurement environment
(hardware, operating system, location etc.) for validation purposes. This can be
accompanied by a short questionnaire to be answered by the participants on, for example,
the type of contract, tariff and location.28
It is advisable to perform a statistical monitoring throughout the entire measurement
campaign in order to keep track of the composition of the measurement samples. This

28

NRAs are aware of the fact that some users may not understand all the details of the IAS as specified by their
contract.
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allows for countermeasures, such as advertisements or promotion/recruitment campaigns, if
it is appears likely that the required number or distribution of participants will not be met.

4.6

Wireless/mobile aspects

Wireless and mobile IAS occupy a significant market share of the overall IAS market. This
section investigates wireless/mobile IAS specifics compared to fixed IAS and presents
different approaches of evaluation of quality. Wireless/mobile IAS specifics are due to the
dependency on radio signal propagation conditions in open air and the end user’s high level
of mobility.

4.6.1 Mobile/wireless quality parameters
Despite the diversity of IAS physical layer technologies, they all use the IP protocol at the
network layer. In terms of technological neutrality, this feature can be used to evaluate IAS
quality in the same way for all types of access technologies, including wireless/mobile IAS.
General technical quality parameters commonly used to evaluate IAS quality, such as data
speed, delay, and jitter, can be used for wireless/mobile IAS too.
On the other hand, for wireless/mobile IAS few additional quality parameters are
standardised to achieve a complete picture of overall quality of an individual wireless/mobile
IAS. Quality parameters defining wireless/mobile network availability and accessibility as
well as IP service accessibility and integrity could be used.

4.6.2 Radio coverage
Wireless/mobile IAS technologies rely on radio signal propagation through open air. To
achieve permanently reliable communications it is necessary to ensure that the transmitted
radio signal is strong enough to be received and decoded at the receiving end.
In the case of wireless IAS provided between antennas at fixed locations on both the end
user and the ISP’s sides, quality measurements can be carried out in a similar fashion to that
for wireline IAS. In addition, wireless/mobile IAS quality is affected by variability of signal
propagation conditions caused by nature such as rain, snow, fog, or sun storms. This is in
addition to disruption or degradation due to interference from other radio signals.
In the case of mobile IAS, base stations have fixed locations and the radio signal is adjusted
to optimise mobile network performance. In areas where the base station’s signal strength is
too low, the mobile IAS will become unavailable. More complicated cases occur when an
end user is located at the edge of a cell. In such circumstances mobile IAS quality depends
strongly on terminal position or potential radio interference. At such locations, mobile IAS
tends to be highly unreliable.
Many mobile operators provide coverage maps on their websites defining areas where
different levels of transmission speed could be achieved. When using such maps it is
important to note that they are calculated using models and will in some cases not be able to
represent the situation in practice. For example, coverage maps describe signal strength
and/or IAS availability outdoor, and therefore indoor coverage of mobile IAS cannot be
inferred directly from outdoor coverage map.
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4.6.3 Mobility aspects
An important feature of mobile IAS is support for end user mobility. However, taking into
account the cellular nature of mobile IAS and the fact that a moving end user crosses the
boundary between neighbouring cells, disruption or degradation of mobile IAS frequently
occurs because of interference from two (or more) cells in border areas or because of
handover procedures not happening smoothly.
Cases of IAS degradation of quality or network congestion due to a high number of end
users or due to an end-user’s application’s demand of high data throughput could easily
happen for wireless/mobile IAS. In cases when traffic load exceeds the installed capacity,
congestion will occur.

4.6.4 Tools/systems to evaluate mobile/wireless IAS quality
Measurement of mobile IAS is a specific application of the different measurement
approaches presented in section 4.4. At the IP layer, mobile/wireless IAS performance
measurements (e.g. speed and latency) are the same as with fixed. The challenge with
mobile/wireless IAS is to address the variability of performance in the radio access section
and to achieve geographical coverage.
For some test scenarios, a controlled measurement system approach is used and can be set
up in the form of a drive test. Note that a full coverage of networks with drive tests is
impractical. If the aim is to provide information relevant to end users which allows for precontractual comparison, a crowd-sourced solution with software clients on end user
equipment may be preferred.
In order to provide representative results, the design of mobile/wireless measurement
probes has to take into consideration specifics of the relevant radio access technologies,
conform to minimum technical requirements, and function in the same way as ordinary end
users’ handsets. Furthermore, the measurements performed should not lead to network
overload over longer time periods.
Crowd-sourced quality measurements may be achieved using specifically designed mobile
apps which are installed and executed on end users’ smartphones (e.g. Android or iOS). The
app then performs measurements, either on a regular basis or when an end user initiates a
measurement.
The following points should be taken into consideration when designing a measurement
system for mobile/wireless IAS:





Measurement methodology should take into account the above mentioned aspects
Data volume produced by measurements (mobile data tariffs tend to not be flat-rate)
The effect of terminals which might have limited capabilities
How to perform sampling to achieve statistical reliable results
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4.7

Complementary methods

4.7.1 Introduction
Analysis of stakeholders’ opinions may help in the analysis of results achieved from
objective measurements, by providing complementary methods. For the purpose of
transparency, technical measurements may be enough for specific objectives but, for a
thorough net neutrality investigation, complementary methods are often an advantage.
Complementary evaluation methods are important since the information obtained through
them is helpful to understand the relation between objective measurement results and the
quality perceived by the users. In this case, instead of accuracy, the observations offer a
picture of how well the results can be trusted. Important indicators could include collection
and analysis of user’s complaints, traffic management investigations, mean opinion scores
on user’s levels of satisfactions, public opinions and debates.
However quality perceived by end users (QoE) and opinions expressed in public discourse
should be treated carefully when it comes to drawing conclusions.

4.7.2 User’s complaints
Collecting and classifying end user’s complaints is a helpful exercise to provide an early
indication of a degradation of quality of a service. A series of a specific type of complaints is
already an indicator. A well-structured collection of complaints may already help to draw the
quality profile of a specific provider.
Clause 4 of the EC recommendation C(2010)302129 on the use of a harmonised
methodology for classifying and reporting consumer complaints and enquiries may help to
establish a main structure for the collection and analysis of the complaints. It is likely to need
a more detailed structure in order to adapt to particular countries’ needs.
Some NRAs have systems of collecting user’s complaints but often the detailed relation
between user and supplier is not covered by the electronic communication act and the data
available by the NRA is insufficient. The most appropriate partners for NRAs may be
consumer protection organisations or Alternative Dispute Resolution bodies to solve
disputes between users and service providers.

4.7.3 Traffic management investigations
BEREC organised and may repeat a questionnaire addressed to ISPs in Europe. This
exercise is particularly useful to understand the evolving traffic management practices and
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See further information on:
European Commission, “Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on a harmonised methodology for
classifying and reporting consumer complaints and enquiries”, 2009.
Online: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/consumer_information/ co0014_en.htm (accessed
January 24th, 2014) and
European Commission, “Communication from the Commission: Monitoring consumer outcomes in the single
market: the Consumer Markets Scoreboard”, 2008.
Online: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/consumer_information/ l10140_en.htm (accessed
January 24th, 2014).
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relate them to results obtained from users’ satisfaction surveys and / or objective quality
measurement campaigns.
Formulating questions and analysing answers helps NRA to better specify a clear boundary
between discriminating and differentiating traffic management methods, and helps ISPs to
understand it and enhance their practice. Such investigations should be based on clear and
unambiguous questions and be made repeatedly, evolving to stay relevant to the traffic
management practices met in the market.

4.7.4 Quality perceived by end users (QoE)
The quality perceived by end users (QoE) is essentially the relationship between the
performance expected from a specific service and the subjective perception obtained after
the use of the service which is largely depending on the QoS.
Some CAPs collect QoE feedback, e.g. each time a user has used a service, and they may
have an interest in collaborating with NRAs on a quality monitoring system. CAPs could be
invited to perform similar studies, and be encouraged to provide NRAs with such results.
(Ref. also section 4.3.1 above on “Application measurements”)
Direct consultation of the opinions of end users is another possibility. Experts on consumer
surveys and mean opinion scores may determine with acceptable levels of confidence the
general opinion of the end users within a scale from 1 to 5.30 This may be a more expensive
exercise but has the advantage that it can be adapted to the population under study and to
relevant applications.

4.7.5 Public opinions and debates
Tracking commercial campaigns of ISPs and CAPs, public discussions or parliamentary
debates may also help to understand the behaviour of the market players and provide
guidance on how to adapt the quality monitoring system to the evolution or needs of the
market. Major complaints from CAPs and business users are often discussed in the media.

4.8

Conclusions and recommendations

The evaluation of quality of IASes in the context of net neutrality can be divided into two
different aspects; IAS as a whole vs. individual applications using IAS.
Regarding IAS as a whole, BEREC recommends that, as a minimum, the following metrics
measured at the IP layer should be used to evaluate quality of the IAS:




Upload and download speed
Delay and jitter
Packet loss ratio

30

ITU-T recommendation G.107 is an example of a well-established model for voice telephony, but others exist
and some are being developed; ITU-T recommendation G.1011 offers an overview of objective and subjective
evaluation methods as well as models (like G.107) for different types of services.
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BEREC puts emphasis on the end users’ experiences when using the IAS, and therefore
information about the actual performance of the service is essential. By using statistical
methods, the recommended metrics should be reliably sampled and analysed in a way that
provides actual values (statistics of measurement), both at peak and off-peak times,
describing variation of performance over time.
Regarding variation of performance towards different destinations, measurement servers
covering different geographical / topological conditions should be considered.
As indicators for level of congestion, BEREC recommends measuring at different times of
the day and week in order to obtain the difference between peak and off-peak values, and
also the duration of congestion. Furthermore, test measurements towards different server
locations are recommended in order to monitor whether congestion is particularly prone at
specific interconnections from the ISP to the rest of the Internet.
When measuring IP layer metrics, the transport layer protocol (typically TCP or UDP) and
application layer protocol (e.g. HTTP) are relevant for the measurement methodology.
Furthermore, the network scenario used regarding measurement clients and servers is
essential, and this is further discussed below. Each metric needs an associated complete
measurement methodology clarifying such aspects.
The recommended IP layer metrics are applicable for fixed as well as wireless/mobile IASes.
BEREC recommends considering the use of additional parameters, for example, in order to
reflect wireless/mobile network coverage aspects.
An important part of the evaluation of the quality of IAS in the context of net neutrality is to
detect potential degradation of IAS as a whole (use case B1|). To achieve this, comparable
periodic measurements are needed over time, to distinguish long-term evolution from shortterm variations. These measurement results should then be assessed in the light of technical
progress and market evolution to draw conclusions about the quality level of IAS.
Although several standards exist for quality metrics, BEREC believes that there is a need to
further specify and clarify metrics and corresponding measurement methods to achieve a
consistent IAS quality evaluation toolkit. BEREC therefore encourage standards developing
organisations (SDOs) to continue their effort in this regard. Furthermore, NRAs should
continue, and also consider enhancing, their participation and contribution to SDOs, such as
IETF regarding IP-based quality measurements.
Regarding individual applications using IAS (use case B2), BEREC recommends that
assorted applications (i.e. content and applications) are measured to check whether
degradation occurs. The assortment of applications should contain the most used
applications, but other relevant applications should also be included to account for the
diversity of applications used among end users. Traffic management investigations will
typically give an indication about applications that are particularly important to check.
These recommendations about what to measure are supported by requirements set out in
chapter 2. The emphasis on statistical reliability is particularly important to achieve accurate
measurement results. Openness is sought through use of standardised measurement
methods, and this will also allow for comparability between measurement results.
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How to measure?
BEREC recommends using measurements beyond the ISP leg to allow for the inclusion of
the interconnections of the ISPs in the measured results. It is recommended to increase
comparability between measurement results of different IASes, and even different countries.
Comparability between IASes is an important element of transparency. Regulatory
supervision for the detection of degradation of service may, among other things, be
supported by comparison between IASes and between regions or countries. Centralised
measurement servers may also be a cost-effective solution if servers are shared between
NRAs.
Considerations regarding spatial distribution at the end user side are closely linked to the
objective of the measurements performed (ref. main use cases A and B).
In the case where the purpose is to give transparent information about the IAS offer
subscribed to by individual end users (use case A), BEREC suggests that a less controlled
measurement system using software measurement agents can be sufficient. Web-based
software or apps will usually be preferred due to low cost, ease of distribution and
installation. Software agents allow end users to initiate test measurements at their own
initiative, e.g. performing speed meter tests.
When this quality measurement approach is used by a large number of end users, it can
constitute a crowd-sourced measurement campaign. Achieving a sufficiently broad coverage
of the crowd-sourced user base is challenging compared to a preselected panel using a
controlled system. Such a crowd-sourced approach can be preferred for cost-effectiveness
reasons.
In the case where the purpose is to perform in-depth and/or long-term quality supervision
and evaluation of the IAS offers in the market (use case B1), the use of a controlled
measurement system, e.g. with hardware probes, usually provides a higher level of
reliability. For this approach, the panel should be preselected based on the required
geographical coverage and statistical reliability.
These recommendations about how to measure are supported by requirements set out in
chapter 2, depending on the use case considered. The NRA will need to strike a balance
between covering all (as many as possible) IASes (i.e. use case A) in a cost-effective way,
and achieving high level of accuracy for measurement results from a limited number of
IASes (use case B1).
BEREC recommends that NRAs increasingly put emphasis on evaluating performance of
IAS as a whole, to assess potential degradation due to specialised services.
When measurement campaigns are conducted under use cases A and B, the focus has so
far mainly been on evaluation of the quality of IAS as a whole. BEREC also recommends
that NRAs increasingly puts emphasis on developing strategies and methods for evaluation
of performance of individual applications using IAS, to assess potential application-specific
degradation.
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Detection of degradation of individual applications (use case B2) is the most challenging part
of the regulatory supervision of net neutrality. Even though blocking can easily be detected,
it is likely to be complicated to verify the throttling of applications with a high degree of
certainty. A few aspects are however identified.
In general, detecting degradation of individual applications is a relatively new area which is
still under research. A few tools exist, and BEREC recommends gaining further experience
with tools measuring performance of individual applications.
Building on information from CAPs’ own measurement systems is in principle a method
suitable for this purpose, but this would require extensive evaluation before results could be
used and NRAs would need to be vigilant if/when engaging in this kind of measurement – for
the time being, BEREC is unsure about the usability of this method.
Finally in this category, targeting detection of degradation of individual applications through
passive monitoring also has promising characteristics. As for general application-specific test
tools, BEREC recommends looking more deeply into passive measurement methods. It is
important that privacy is respected related to these kind of measurements.
When performing measurements where it is important to reflect the actual usage of
wireless/mobile end users, BEREC recommends performing measurements through the use
of mobile apps for crowd-sourcing or using drive tests, including indoor and outdoor usage.
It is expected that further experiences about technical measurement methods and
architectures will be gained over time, and this should be fed into activities in organizations
like BEREC and CEPT, and standardisation work, notably in IETF, but also ETSI and ITU.
BEREC therefore recommends that national and European institutions, including NRAs,
contribute to the exchange of experiences and development of specifications, standards and
recommendations, within these organizations.
BEREC considers complementary methods - such as analysis of user’s complaints, traffic
management investigations, opinion scores, and monitoring public opinions and debates are valuable sources for information which assist the technical quality monitoring. For
example, user’s complaints can be used for increasing scrutiny of ISPs’ traffic management
practices, such as checking for potential throttling of traffic from specific applications.
BEREC recommends that consumer organisations and associations of CAPs’ share
information with NRAs when unreasonable traffic management is perceived. NRAs should
follow up such information and other incidents observed, by performing targeted inquiries.
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5.

Future perspectives

5.1

Introduction

Converged quality monitoring solutions
As shown in the previous chapters, the present stage of development of quality monitoring
solutions is characterised by national initiatives with varying regulatory goals and different
measurement methodologies applied. Most NRAs are either engaged in or are planning to
start quality measurement systems. The national initiatives differ with respect to their design
and stage of development due to different national goals, structure of broadband markets,
timescales of NRAs and geographical scope of NRAs’ jurisdiction.
In the future, a more aligned approach to quality monitoring could be explored. Even if the
NRA’s focus remains on national quality monitoring, alignment can be beneficial since
replication of development, deployment and operation efforts can be avoided, and costs
could be shared, e.g. for software development. Furthermore, NRAs may want to reflect the
transnational topology and usage of the Internet, which makes it relevant to measure quality
parameters across borders (based on clients and servers in different countries).
In addition to the above, the emergence of a European single market, where supply and
demand sides, competition and regulation are expected to become less heterogeneous on a
continental scale, may automatically lead to more aligned quality monitoring solutions across
Member States. In this regard, it may be helpful to obtain comparable results between
countries (based on common metrics and methodologies)
The decision to engage in such a process of convergence will depend on NRAs involved in
the management of measurement systems. NRAs who already have an existing system in
operation may find no need to adapt their measurement tools compared to those who are
still in the designing process. However, whichever system is used, it is anticipated that
obsolescence will be reached at some point in time due to changing NRA requirements (e.g.
reinforced legal framework and duties); future developments of Internet technology; ageing
of monitoring system hardware/software etc. When obsolescence is reached, NRAs may
choose to implement commonly approved and adopted measurement tools and features in
their monitoring systems.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that in some Member States (e.g. in Spain), the
competences to establish minimum quality requirements or to monitor consumer rights are
not within the remit of the independent NRA, and there are legal constraints for the
development of any measurement system. This institutional set-up would hinder the process
of convergence even in the case that a broad majority of NRAs choose to implement a
converged measurement approach.
NRAs using monitoring systems supporting standardised tools and features could use each
other’s systems for cross-border measurements since the measurement software of clients
and servers will be compatible. NRAs could cooperate and combine their national systems to
form a distributed measurement system going beyond the coverage of the original disparate
systems. It could then be used for specific cross-border measurement tasks, but would
require a greater coordination among participating NRAs in order to grant access to each
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other’s resources (e.g. temporary usage of servers at various IXPs), or new shared servers
could be established.

Gradual approach to designing a multi-NRA system
To achieve these goals, a gradual approach to converge existing measurement systems
could be envisaged. This approach would be characterised by the adoption of convergent
measurement methodologies and the sharing of measurement resources among NRAs in
order to perform cross-border measurements. It may simplify administrative procedures and
reduce costs of administrative compliance. This gradual approach may be particularly
preferable to NRAs who already have a national measurement system in place.
Convergence following three stages, which may be performed in parallel, would allow for
recognising best practices, comparing results and finally allow for cross-border
measurement set-ups:
‐

‐

‐

Convergence of metrics and methods: Existing measurement initiatives would be
continued, and their methodologies would be clearly disclosed and compared at a
European level in order to recognise best practices and identify areas where results
are comparable. Improved technical specifications would be developed and existing
systems adapted to these.
Sharing and comparison of results: The results of existing national systems would be
analysed by experts who identify areas where comparisons could reasonably be
made. Comparable results would be published on a common medium. Caveats
would be clearly disclosed and non-comparable results would be explained.
Cross-border measurements: In order to allow for cross-border measurements,
existing measurement systems could be adapted to share a set of features: some
shared measurement tools and servers. At the same time, NRAs continue to
maintain specific features and tools for national purposes. For instance, particular
servers or test metrics could be of special interest in one country, while being less
relevant in others.

.

5.2

Measurement system standardisation

When building a quality monitoring system where different measurement methodologies and
components from different systems (existing or new) are integrated, this would preferably be
based on standardised solutions, thus enabling a larger set of available components to pick
from, including off-the-shelf products.
In IETF the Large-Scale Measurement of Broadband Performance (LMAP) working group31
has been launched with the goal to standardise measurement system architecture for
performance measurements of broadband IAS, usable for, for example, network diagnostics
by ISPs and collecting information by NRAs, including user-initiated measurements.
The LMAP charter sets out that the working group will develop a framework that contains
common terminology and architecture elements, use cases clarifying the basis of their work,
“Large-Scale Measurement of Broadband Performance (LMAP) - Charter”, IETF, accessed January 24th,
2014, http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/lmap/charter/
31
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an information model for metrics, schedules and results, and management protocols to use
between elements of the architecture.
LMAP is developing general measurement architecture, and will not standardise quality
metrics, since this is left to other relevant bodies. Furthermore, deciding the set of
measurements to run is beyond the scope of LMAP, and has been left to the organisation
which will manage the measurement system once deployed. In this way, the LMAP
deliverables will develop an open and flexible architecture, with a likelihood of supporting the
needs of the NRAs.
The IETF IP Performance Metrics (IPPM) working group32, which has existed for many years
already, is developing standardised quality measurement metrics and methods as referred to
earlier in this report (ref. section 4.1). IPPM has recently been re-chartered to accommodate
the development of, among other things, a registry of commonly used metrics. Such a
registry is foreseen to become a valuable supplement to the general information model of
the LMAP architecture, thus facilitating its population with concrete measurement metrics
and methods.
Both LMAP and IPPM seek to cooperate with other relevant standards development
organizations, such as ETSI and the Broadband Forum. It is particularly interesting that the
Broadband Forum has also launched a project aimed at developing a broadband
measurement framework called Broadband Access Service Attributes and Performance
Metrics.33
It is important that NRAs participate in standards development organizations’ activities
related to quality measurements. This will allow NRAs the opportunity to both influence their
work and leverage more directly on these organizations’ findings. This is in addition to the
general increase NRAs’ own know-how within this complex area of Internet-related
measurements.
Enhanced emphasis on initiatives from the Internet community (as opposed to the traditional
telecom community) should be emphasised. The IP technology is standardised within IETF,
and following closely the emerging standards related to quality metrics and measurement
systems within the same organization, would probably provide NRAs with first-hand
knowledge about upcoming Internet measurement technologies.

5.3

Cost aspects

Considering that any decision depends on the use case, and taking into account the
requirements listed in section 2.4, the following cost-related aspects may become relevant
for evaluating whether a measurement system is future-proof. However, the following
preliminary considerations must be taken with great care as they are looking at the costs
only from a very generic viewpoint.
The implementation of such systems implies fixed costs. System development requires
investments in terms of system design and procurement of assets, both specific (such as
“IP Performance Metrics (IPPM) – Charter”, IETF, accessed January 24th, 2014,
http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/ippm/charter/
33
“Broadband Forum - Technical Work in Progress”, The Broadband Forum, accessed January 24th, 2014,
http://www.broadband-forum.org/technical/technicalwip.php
32
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hardware solutions, servers and possibly probes for test processing) and generic inputs (i.e.
housing). Consequently, set-up costs are significant compared to running costs. Therefore,
once the quality measuring system is built-up, the larger the number of users, the lower the
unit cost of quality measurements.
At a very general level, the occurrence of fixed costs, as part of the overall total expenditures
needed for the measurement system, favours the implementation of a multi-NRA system.
Whether economies of scale - associated to the presence of fixed costs in both the settingup and the activities carried on during the recurrent monitoring activities - could actually be
exploited is however difficult to assess at a general level. For instance, an NRA already
having a national system in place has already incurred fixed costs which need to be
considered as sunk, and thus it may be less beneficial for them to participate in a multi-NRA
system. Therefore, the starting position of an NRA, i.e. already having a system or starting
from the scratch, plays an important role.
From an economic point of view, potential activities eligible for “centralisation” include longrun investments for the deployment of the quality measuring system and fixed costs behind
the implementation of the measurement system. Short-run investments and variable costs
necessary to the day-to-day operations are qualified, on the contrary, to a decentralised
system management.
Considering the gradual approach to converge existing measurements systems, the three
main phases involved in prototyping the quality measurement system (specification phase,
development phase and deployment phase) might be coordinated across countries. National
institutions and stakeholders (typically the NRA) would be in charge of implementing and
further adapting the system to national specific circumstances and local market conditions,
then deploying and operating it at the national level.
When assessing the merits of a national system, other regulatory, technical and economic
reasons need to be considered. The following reasons may provide a rationale for using a
national system:
1. particular electronic communications network characteristics adopted by network
operators in a specific geographic area;
2. specific supply-side conditions in terms of pricing, range and quality of electronic
communication services commercialised in the concerned area;
3. demand-side specifics in terms of consumers' habits, i.e. bundles of electronic
communication services, actual download/upload speed etc.;
4. specific monitoring and supervision reasons to detect infringements of net neutrality, in
the event that national regulation is in place.
Within this framework, relying only on either national systems or a multi-NRA system might
not be the most cost-efficient solution, particularly in the short run. Relying on a multi-NRA
opt-in system alone may produce a crowding-out effect as investments have already been
funded and not yet amortised; its development would imply higher costs and the deployment
could not be immediate. Many national systems have proved to deliver valuable information
to end users and policy makers for both transparency goals and regulatory supervision
needs. Advancement in the quality monitoring systems has to reconcile these aspects.
Overall, the choice of quality measurement systems depends on the use case foreseen.
Such systems have to fulfil the requirements of accuracy, comparability, trustworthiness,
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openness and future-proofness. The latter criterion implies that system design should ensure
flexibility, extensibility, scalability and adaptability. This includes applying cost-effectiveness
as a general rule-of-thumb to all phases of the measurement system lifecycle, including
development, deployment and operation. If two systems equally fulfil the requirements listed
by the NRA the more cost effective system should be chosen.

5.4

Evolution of a potential multi-NRA opt-in system

Whilst the use of existing measurement systems can undoubtedly provide NRAs with the
means to achieve their national objectives, this cannot be said for cross-border aspects.
When considering the two use cases, it emerges that a cross-border capable measurement
system is likely to be needed for use case B when certain issues arise.
The focus of the present study has been on net neutrality related issues which are leading to
common ways of evaluating quality of IAS. Hence, this is already putting NRAs on a path
towards convergence of methodologies and tools. Once this degree of convergence is
achieved, NRAs could easily share their systems for cross-border measurements (see
Gradual approach to designing a multi-NRA system in section 5.1). Any NRA may opt-in to
such a partly shared system.
The measurement system design would allow NRAs to collaborate on cross-border quality
measurements and thus benefit from dividing effort amongst NRAs to provide a richer set of
information without a massive increase in effort, enabled by sharing resources of existing
systems. Furthermore, it should also allow NRAs to opt into the system at a later date after
implementing a set of methodologies and tools in their measurement system. For crossborder measurements it would function at a multi-country level but yet can cater for NRAs’
needs to parallel measurement to national specifics and maintain jurisdictional boundaries.
For transparency purposes (use case A), a multi-NRA cross-border solution simply consists
of a distributed set of measurement servers. Such a system is relatively easy to set up. It
implies that participating NRAs agree that their measurement servers can be accessed by
other NRAs as well, or dedicated shared servers can be established. Each NRA would tailor
their own software client and distributes it to their end users.

5.5

Conclusions and recommendations

This study has drawn recommendations for NRAs to adopt common ways of evaluating
quality of IAS in the scope of net neutrality, underpinned by the common belief amongst
participating NRAs in the benefits of achieving a greater level of convergence.
This section discusses the evolution of a potential future multi-NRA opt-in quality monitoring
system dedicated to regulatory purposes. If developed, it should meet current and future
needs of NRAs and provide the basis for measurements across the jurisdictions of the
NRAs, i.e. cross-border measurements.
If a multi-NRA opt-in system is deemed feasible, BEREC recommends that NRAs
collaborate on a voluntary basis on the development of such a system in order to benefit
from dividing the efforts of developments amongst the NRAs in order to provide a richer set
of information for consumer, citizen, policy and potential intervention.
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BEREC recommends that a distributed system philosophy is adopted in order to allow the
system to extend over the European Internet infrastructure, while also catering for NRAs’
needs to adapt to national specifics and maintain jurisdictional boundaries. This approach
will also allow the integration of existing systems or other NRAs to opt in at a later date.
For the purpose of convergence, BEREC recommends that an evolutionary strategy is
emphasised, where convergence itself is viewed as multi-stage process along the following
(refer also to section 5.1):




Stage 1: Convergence of metrics and methods
Stage 2: Sharing and comparison of measurement results
Stage 3: Cross-border measurements

Here, BEREC recommends that NRAs should aim at using a convergent set of
measurement parameters and corresponding measurement methods and participating in the
activities of Standards Developing Organizations (SDOs), with a focus on IETF. NRAs
should exchange methodologies and experiences when implementing the standards and
provide feedback in order to improve measurement methods. Furthermore, sharing of
measurement results (open data) should be considered. This allows for the first two stages
of convergence.
During stage 3, a set of shared test servers (e.g. placed within major IXPs or other wellconnected locations in Europe) and software components could be made available for usage
by participating NRAs. Additional steps could later be taken to expand the footprint of the
system. NRAs would be free to adopt the national systems they would use to interface with
servers of participating NRAs, preferably using standards (e.g. LMAP).
The above leads BEREC to believe that seeking convergence of measurement
methodologies would not undermine current NRA investment in measurement systems or
vice-versa when the long term view is considered, which must take into account aspects
such as obsolescence of current systems. A multi-NRA opt-in system following the gradual
approach would not prevent NRAs using their existing solutions to address specific national
needs, e.g. separate servers, more parameters, complementary technologies, etc.
BEREC recommends that an initial feasibility study is conducted to investigate whether an
opt-in approach (convergence of methods and sharing of infrastructure) could be realised in
practice, including NRAs with no existing systems. Such a study should also consider the
effect of dissemination of knowledge among NRAs as well as increased convergence of
measurement methodologies and increased competence in the field of quality monitoring in
the context of net neutrality.
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Glossary
AS
Autonomous System
BEREC Body of European Regulators of Electronic Communications
CAP Content and Application Provider
CEPT European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FD
Framework Directive
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IPPM IP Performance Metrics
IAS
Internet access service
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IP
Internet Protocol
IPTV IP Television
ISP
Internet service provider
IT
Information technology
ITU
International Telecommunication Union
IXP
Internet eXchange Point
LAN Local Area Network
LMAP Large-Scale Measurement of Broadband Performance
NRA National Regulatory Authorities
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
SDO Standards development organization
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
UDP User Datagram Protocol
USD Universal Services Directive
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